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christghrist of latterdaylatter

CHAPTER I1

introduction

the latterdaylatter saintday culture rates very highly the concept of

an ideal home and family this is probably due to their belief in the

eternaleternal1 family relationship with the role of woman as homemaker

and mother these beliefs are frequently stressed and mothers

are generally discouraged from entering employment because it is

felt that working outside of the home might detract from the home-

making role

the latterdaylatter saintday culture is composed of members of the
church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday the titles mormon
LDS and latterdaylattelatter saintr will be used as synonymous

2 A fundamental concept in mormon theology is that of celes-
tial marriage with eternal family relationships to participate
in celestial marriage the couple must be members of the church of
jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday and through personal interviews
with the bishop and stake president they must verify that they
observe the church standards of chastity word of wisdom tithingtith
and

ingv
attendance at church meetings the men are also members of

the melchizedek priesthood these celestial marriages are per-
formed only in specially designated temples of the church for a
detailed discussion of the latterdaylatter saintday doctrine of marriage and
the family read the following legrand richards A marvelous
work and A wonder salt lake city deseret book co 1950
ppap 193206193 joseph206 fielding smith doctrines of salvation sermons
an writing-s of J os e ph fieflefieldingiding mithsmithS compiled by bruce R
mc conkie salt lake city bookcraft 1955 11II ppap 589958 and99 the
doctrine and covenants of the churchofchurchchurchon jesus Chr ist 0 f latte r day
saints salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints

day
1921 section 132

1

i bablybabiy3 pro

relationshipzwith

ithe

L do S 0 day us ed a s s ynonymo us

ZA

a re

fieldingsmith
and jose
mcconkie

of

1

FieldingSmith
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3aprildapril

4boydeboyd

5richardarichard

6forifor

during general conferences of the church of jesus christ of

3 4latterdaylatter saintsday heldheid october 1963 april 1964 and october

196419641 leading church officials discussed the necessity of mothers

being at home to rear their children and of leading exemplary lives

as wives and mothers the women of the church were also cautioned

to avoid any activity which would detract from their roles as mothers

T i
6

in israel

I1 THE PROBLEM

since the home and the family appear to be so highly valued in

the mormon culture it would seem desirable to know how mormon

spencer W kimball keep mothers in the home t the
improvement era LXVI december 1963 107110741071

oyd

1074

K packer suffer the little children n the improve-
ment era LXVIIvil june 1964 491492491

5

492

richard L evans no other success can compensate for
failure in the home t the improvement era LXVII december
1964 110011021100

for

1102

more on this subject read the following david 0 mckay
gospel ideals salt lake city deseret news press 1958 ppap 449-
490 boyd K packer family togetherness n speeches of the year
provo utah extension division brigham young university 1963

mark E peterson the church ne ws august 25 1956 editorial
roy A west family eteetc rnalanal salt lake city bookcraft 1946
ppap 456545 legrand65 richards building your marriage to last for-
ever n speechesS ofeechesbeches the year provo utah extension division
brigham young university 1954

2

he id
15

in

3sp6ncer

LXVII

19642

church news
eternal

leg rand
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homemahokema

3ncomeincome

women feel toward the current trend to combine the role of worker

mothemotherbothebother r

statement of the problem it is the purpose of this study to

investigate and compare the attitudes of employed latterdaylatter saintday

mothers and nonemployednon latterdaylatteremployed saintday mothers toward the

homemaking role and outside employment

purpose and significance this is an attempt to study the

attitudes of latterdaylatter saintday mothers toward homemaking and employ-

ment if there is a relationship discovered between employment

and more positive feelings toward the homemaking role then it

would seem that this study could be followed with others focused upon

the reasons for this relationship then better ways might be sug-

gested to help mothers find more enjoyment in the motherwifemother rolewife

and become more satisfied with themselves and their environments

II11 definitions AND TERMS USED

homemaking role the activities in which a mother engages in

order to manage the household the most common of these activities

include the selection and preparation of food and clothing the use of

income upkeep of the home and the care and training of children

3

wife

me nt
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4

employment the engaging in work oustideaustide of the home for

wages in this study only women working full time forty hours a

week will be included in the employed group

roles the rights and duties belonging to the individual who

fills a certain position in society these organized patterns of

behavior include the various activities an individual does in his posi-

tion

attitude A readiness or predisposition to act it helps trigger

ones behavior and involves a feeling or mood

111IIIililii RATIONALE

from earliest infancy the female in the latter da y saint

culture is exposed to the concept that to be a wife and mother is to be

in partnership with god and that her highest goal in this life should

be the development of a heavenly home they are exposed to this

thought informally and formally in both the home and at weekly church

meetings women are taught early in life to value very highly the
7

home and family living the primary association begins formally

the primary association is assigned the responsibility of
carrying on a weekdayweek religiousday program for the children of the
church in general ages four to eleven inclusive

latterday

7

day

pol
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enoynoenorma8norma

9theathe

teaching this principle to the latterdaylatter saintday girls at the time they

are nine years old

the 9 10 and 11 year old girls in primary belong to an
organization called lihomashomaslthomasLi which means little homemakers
li ho mas its objective is to help each girl to bring the

light of the gospel into her home through her cheerful attitude
her desire to help others to feel joy and her willingness to
serve

home as an institution is fundamentally a sacred part
of latterdaylatter saintday living in a home that is filled with the
light of the gospel each member can learn the proper ideals
of personal livingliingli ofing family life of community life and of
church life the foundation for a belief in god and his church
can take on true significance and importance

helpingHeIhel toping make the home a joyful happy place in which
to live can become a part of everevervevera girls life and will help
her to attain her heavenly home

these girls are also introduced to such homemaking skills as

knitting sewing crocheting embroideringembroider budgetinging and cooking

this is to supplement the philosophy of the heavenly home and

help prepare the girls for establishing their own homes these teach-

ings continue throughout the young girsgirls life and are even carried on

9
after marriage through the lessons for the young marriedsmarrieds1 groups

Q

norma 0 nichols gaynotesGay thenotes general board of the pri-
mary association of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday
salt lake city utah 19601960. v

Q

the aim of the young marriedsMarri programeds in the LDS
church is to provide all young married couples in the church with
opportunities for social and intellectual experiences which will
increase their interest in and devotion to the church young

5

s e rve

ga tes

L D S

yo

Marrieds

helping
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lattlatiwerler

it would seem that this principle of the eternal family and

heavenly home if properly taught would indeed instill into each

girls heart a desire to achieve the finest of homes and to become a

good homemaker and mother these teachings combined with the

counsel given by the general authorities see footnotes 22 ag3g3 4 5 and

6 would tend to create a very positive attitude toward the role of

homemaking and a somewhat negative attitude toward combining out-

side employment with the wife and mother role

however after reviewing the available literature about

employed mothers it would seem thattha employed mothers would be

expected to show fewer feelings of frustration and boredom and a

somewhat more favorable attitude toward the homemaking role than

nonemployednon mothersemployed women who are unable to be away from the

home on a regular basis report feelings of isolation from the intel-

lectual worldworlds these feelings of frustration boredomeboresomebore anddome isolation

may produce a hostile anxious and nervous mother and ho me maker

marriedsMarri maneds ual 6 5 the general boards of the mutual
improvement associations of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints p salt lake city utah 196419651964 151965

F ivan nye the employed mo the r in america chicago
rand mcnally & company 1963 p 354

6

1
t

10andhormmalbr

manual

10f mother america

6519646519646.51964194
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ounlaounia

the demands of modern society are such that many intelligent

and highly competent women cannot be happy devoting all their time

to housekeeping and child care n

komarovsky in discussing he homemaker and her pro-

blems n exphasizesemphasizes that women who have no desire for employment

indicate considerable dissatisfaction with the homemaker role

overwork tired muscles constant and almost exclu-
sive association with young children and monotony are
among the frequently mentioned grievances but even these
women who had no yearning for careers complained not only
about drudgery and fatigue but also about the frustration of
their days

it is interesting that young women in our present society with

one or two young children and the modern conveniences can feel over-

worked many of them stress feelings of dullness and monotony

besides I1 find life dull I1 described my day to you it
isnt just one day it is every day believe me there is not
enough stimulation in the incessant dishwashing picking up
ironing folding diapers dressing and undressing the kids
making beds day in and day out my social life with the other
mothers on the park bench is depressing I1 cannot get them a
away from the same old talk they have nothing fresh to give
me because they too are up to their necks in the same
routine

paul H landis gtheeheenegt mostmtthehe of arriagearriasear newriaSe york
appletoncentury crofts t955 ppr2052t

i

mirra komarovsky women in the modern world boston
little brownbro 1953jvn p 107

ibid p 110llolio

7

the

e clu

12

gi e

13

11 makin marria ea2
1955 appp 520521520

12mirra

521

131bid

ciu

agthe

jan
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ionslonsbonsons1ons

IV hypothesis

on thetbeabe basis of the literature surveyed and the rationale pre

senteddented above it is proposed that there is a relationship between the

acceptance of outside employment and acceptance of the homemaking

role by mothers specifically it is hypothesized that

L employed latterdaylatter saintday mothers will have a more favor-

able attitude towards the ho me maker role than non

employed mothers

2 employed latterdaylatter saintday mothers will have a more favor-

able attitude toward outside employment than non

employed mothers

landis p JEJJ 9 ppapp9ppap 452453452 453

landis also feels that the contemporary educated mother should

not be limited to household tasks he feels that the life of the non

14employed mother is too limited and monotonous

in conclusion the available data generally support the position

that the domestic roles of the mother with a small family are not suf-

ficiently significant and interesting for many women and that many

are happier if they can find employment under satisfactory cond t

8

A

1

homemaker

14landis op cit
76

14
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to test these hypotheses the responses of employed mothers

will be compared with the responses of nonemployednon mothersemployed the

instruments to be used are a modification of the parental attitude

research instrument PARI for mothers and a questionnaire devel-

oped by the researcher

9
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cifibifi c

CHAPTER II11

REVIEW OF literature

L HISTORY AND statistics

few if any single changes in family life have as pro-
foundly affected so many families in so few years as the move-
ment of mothers into paid employment since 1940 there has
been an estimated net increase of 10 million mothers in the
labor force other millions have taken paid employment for
a period of time but have eventually left it the reasons for
specific mothers taking employment may be explained in
terms of individual talents and training personality needs
or the constellation of beliefs values or particular family
needs to appreciate the larger phenomenon of the massive
movement of mothers into the labor force one must consi-
der the rapid and fundamental social and cultural develop-
ments which have changed america

the mainmaiamaln forces behind this movement seemseeb to have been

industrialization and technological developments industrialization

first brought about a shift from familycenteredfamily tocentered factorycenteredfactory

production

centered

and still later a shift to distribution and service functions

most of our families have moved from farms to cities and suburbssulsui

and

arbsurbs

the wife no longer works alongside her husband and jldrenchildren on

the farm technological developments now make it possible to

fashion produce and service clothing more economically in

F ivan nye and loislotslols wladis hoffman the employed mother
in america chicago rand mcnally & company 1963 p 3

spe

seemto

indus telaltnlal izatlon

functilonsions

ch jl dren

IF
30

aldren
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I1 I111

factories and service establishments than in the home also food is

more economically produced on specialized farms and processed in

factories than in the home we can presently see a trend in the food

area toward women being able to purchase entire family meals that

are completely prepared and need be only heated and servedservedoservedio this

frees the motherLOtherrr more than ever before from a homemaking task

other technological advances have made the housekeeping role

potentially less timeconsumingtime andconsuming to many women less satisfy-

ing than in previous years these technical developments have

brought about a change in the mother from one who could make a

significant contribution economically by fashioning producing ser-

vicing and processing food and clothing in the home or by helping

her husband on the farm to one whose role in this respect is very

limited

with this change the cost of paying for these tasks has been

transferred to the father from his earnings must come the cost of

food clothing and household expenses these changes have left the

mother with time that may be devoted to paid employment outside the

home also these changes have created employment opportunities

for women outside the home and have provided her with an opportun-

ity to become once again an economic contributor to the family and

reduce the strain upon the income of the father

ft

sign 1ficant

ln
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12

at the turn of the century nearly half of the women in the

united states never entered paid employment now at least nine out

of ten women work outside their homes sometime in the course of

their lives

although the united states census data shows a steady increase

in the proportion of women in paid employment until 1940 it did not

distinguish between women without children and mothers and until

1948 the data did not indicate the presence and age of children in the

family

in the twentyyeartwenty periodyear from 1940 to 1960 there has been an

increase of the proportion of employed women from 25 7 per cent to

34 8 per cent meanwhile the proportion of employed married

women who were living with their husbands increased from 14 7 to

305 per cent and the proportion of mothers with children under

eighteen increased even more dramatically see table 1I

in 1960 almost onethirdone ofthird all employed women were mothers

with children under eighteen in actual numbers this group grew

almost 400 percent while the number of single employed women

declined and the widowed divorced and separated groups showed

only small increases

national manpower council womenpowerWomen newpower york
columbiaColu universitymEdia press 1957 p 10

3

y6 f siasi9eigelg P ae8e

nine

140

30 5

3

2national

ya
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governmenttovernment printing office and special labor forcesorce
report no 13 united states department of labor
washington D C

singlesingie 48148.1 58658.6 51151.1 50050.0

allali women 25725.7 35035.0

numbernubbe in

rovernTovernmentbent

13

TABLE I1

WOMEN IN THE ladorLAPORnador FORCEforge 194019601940 1960

marital
status 1940 1944

single 6.767
married living

with husband

18 2.727
children 6176

only
17

1.515
children 050

widowed
5

divorced
living apart 2 9

allali women 13
4 J 4.646 4.848 4.949

percent

married living
with husband 14714.7 21721.7
no children under

18

children 6176 17
only V 8.686

estimated
no information available

sources current populationpopuPopo reportslation labor forcefoncesonce united states
department of commerce bureau13uroau of the census eriesseriesserleserles
P 50 nos 22 62 73 76 81 and 87 washington D

government printing office 1961196iggi1

employed women
1958 1952 1955 1958 1960

r millions

4 2
no

62

children
2 7670 92 10.4104 11.8118 az1z

under

19 2.525 3.838 3.737 4.141

130 9

8 6 26.0260 311310
160 Z 186180

Q 34.8348

office

67

27

15

75 51

47

185

17 24

201

481 586 500

147 217 253 302

309 388

86 376 390
139 182

354 420 388 408
257 350 350

59 55 54 54

104 118

44 50 52 57

25 38 37 41
12 20 25

37 46 48 49

188 220 226

466 455 441

220 277 305

284 327 347

260 347
107

383 385 400
310 327 334 348

7.575705

39039.03900
children 050 J5

42042.04200

5.151

6.262

4.747
18518.5

7.676
0.0 7.7

1.717 2.424 2.525

20120.1

25325.3 30230.2

30930.9 38838.8

31131.1 37637.6
13913.9 18.2182 18618.6

widowed divorced
living apart 35435.4 38838.8 40840.8

35035.0

5.959 5.555 5.454 5.454
ma r r ie d

444.4 5.050 5.252 5.757 507

1.212 1 2.020

3.737 40

17.2172 18.8188 22.0220 22622.6

46.6466 45.5455 44.1441

22.0220 27.7277 30.5305

28428.4 32.7327 34.7347

34.7347
10.7107

38.3383 38.5385 40.0400
31.0310 32.7327 33.4334
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mensbens

necessenecess3

tradatrad3 onaionah

4ibidbibid

14

within this twentyyeay period the employed mothermothetbothermothedmorhet
changed

P
from a negligible social and economic phenomenon to

one that affects almost two in five households in which there
are children under eighteen

there has also been a change in 1 the type of work performed

by an employed mother 2 the type of woman employed and 3 the

type of family from which she comes

prior to 1950 the employed mother had several children and

was forced into an unskilled physically tiring lowpayinglow jobpaying by

direct economic necessity if she worked by choice she was often

considered a high powered woman with a need for dominance this

belief that high powered women seek employment may be based on

the traditionai1 association that a womans place is in the home and

that she should be subordinate to menben and therefore only high

powered women would go against societies norm the american folk

saying you gotta keep em barefoot in the winter and pregnant in the

summer 11 was an admonition to husbands to keep the wife eternally

attached to her place in the home

both of these beliefs that is 1 the wife taking a subordinate

position and 2 working women having a need to dominate certainly

seem to be outdated

4ibid p 8

bidibid p 9

twenty yearyeayyear em loved

4

ty t 15

t3 ona1

po sitionaition

5 98

ta
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worwomkinly udonupon her marriage her family life and her child-

ren has recently heenbetenbeen widely studied in 1952 one of the first stud-

ies on maternal employment utilizing controls on importantonimportantunimportant variables

bid p 10

greCreneral

15

first of all womens employment is too widespread and
multidetermulti mineddeterdetermined for any particular personality trait to char-
acterize the working group furthermore because it is so
widespreadidespreadwidespread it is no longer an appropriate way for a women to
manifest her need for power and masculine strivings iei emanibani P

working is no longer a manly thing to do when working was
more uncomonuncopamoncomonuncommonununco forpAmonnamonmabon women thetho employed group probably con-
stituted a more homogeneous group except for the women who
workeworked out of sheer economic necessity the working woman was
clearly acting against social pressure since there were many
factorfactors mitigating against her employment her motivation must
have been particularly strong in accepting employment she
oftenaften had to renounce many of the privileges and obligations of
being a woman marriage and children were rarely combined
withwithpi api career

ym tables II11 and 111IIIililii we can see that today the typical working

motherbotherbothenmothboth ispix more likely to be living with her husband who is also

employed she is no longer the main source of support for the family

she is more highly skilled and better educated than previously and

generally enters employment selectively by choice choosing a job

that is highehigher r paying gives more status has better working condi-

tions and is less physically tiring than those held by women before

1940

generalcreneral current findings the question as to the effect of the

mothermothersbotherbothers working

womens
multidetermined

Cterizederize worka lng
w L I1ide spread

fest

workedout theworking

s

b

ajob

61bidv pe loe100ioe

acte rize

dout

cobon

pie

ang
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lziz iili

20zo

iili

99999 9 1000100.010010

source occupational trends in the united states 1900 to 1950 and special labor force
report no 13

occupational trends in the united states 1900 to 1950 united states department
of commerce bureau of the census working paper no 5 washington D C

99gg

gnkank TT rie I statessae department of labor washkiekle

qaq6

rementrtment 4

TABLE nH
occupations OF THE EMPLOYED FEMALE population

FOR THE UNITED STATES 190019601900

percentagekpercentage

1960

of women working
occupation 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950100 1960

professional technical and kindred
workers 8.181 979.7 11.11iili 13.4134 12.7127 122 133

farmers and farm managers 58 3.737 32 2.424 12 7 4.4
managers officials and proprietors

exe farm 1.414 202.0 2.222 2.727 32 43 4.646
clerical and kindred workers 40 0 2 186 20820.8 21.4214 274 30e 0
sales workers 4 3 5.151 6.262 6.868 73 8.686 72
craftsmen foremen and kindred

workers 1.414 1.414 1.212 1.010lo10io 1.1110 1.5151 9.91

operatives and kindredkindre workers 23.8238 229 20.2202 17.4174 195 19.9199 16.1161
private ho as eholdbehold workers 28.7287 24.0240 157 17.8178 18.1181 8.888 9.898
service workers excelc private house-

hold 6.767 8.484 8.181 9.797 11.3113 12.6126 15.4154
farm laborers and foremen 13.1131 12.0120 103loilosiop 595993 2.727 29 2.020
laborers excelc farm and mine 2 6 14 2 3 1.515 1.111 8 e 3

total 99999.99919 99.9999 1000100.010010 100.01000 100.01000 99999.9

ington D C government printing office 1961

1w orking

2 0 4 3
Z 0 8 27 4 30

A Z
XD 6 8 8 6

ope rativedative s d wo rke rs
household

2 9
1 1

19507

united departmentapartmentpartmentbent
paper

depaas8s e cial L 11 S J lu 11 J A

govern-
ment printingprintine office 1958

special labor force report no 13 unitedfor- re or

81 134 127
37 24

14 20 22 27 46
208 214

51 62 68 86

14 14 15

238 202 174 199 igi
287 240 178 181 88 98

67 84 81 97 113 126 154
131 120 27

15

999 999

ilg

26 23

9799.99gt 7 11.6116

4.040

2.626 2.323
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609gog

19ig 60go 2 6

lgig

61461 4

99999 9

20zo

thithl s

9ibidbibid

3

8.686
64.9649
20120 1

6.060
99.9999

total

1.616
13 7

61461.4
20 6

2.626
99999.9

total
numbernumbecumbe

32
270

1211
407
552

1972

was produced by ivan nye prior to this it was generally felt that

the roles of mother and employee were incompatible and should only

be combined in an emergency both professional and lay people tended

to lump the increased employment of women along with other trends

such as higher divorce rate and more crime and delinquency some

people speculated that the employment of the mother was the principal

cause of current social problems still others contended that maternal

employment wasdetrimentalwas4etrimentaldetrimentalwas to children

empirical studiesstubles of the effects of maternal employment have

long suffered from a paucity of adequate controls

ibid p 11

percentage

r

1 6

15l 130 0

curre41curre 41

200

999

14

596

86

649

999

26

111IIIililii

EDUCATION LEVEL AND employment STATUS
OF 1972 washington mothers9MOTHERS

education

9

161 yrsars6

797 yrsars9

101210 yrsars12

131613 yrsars16
17 or more

total

not
employed

2 0
15151 1

60.9609
20.0200

1.919
99.9999

percenta

parttimepart
employed

time

1.414
13013.0
59.6596
242

1 8

100 0

ge

fulltimefull
employed

time

.1717

TABLE

2.020

20120.1
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it was the lack of controls for example which led to the long-

standing belief that maternal employment was strongly associated

with juvenile delinquency in fact both maternal employment and

delinquency were associated with social class and with broken

homes and when the latter variables were controlled the relation-

ship disappeared suggesting it had been a spurious one

following nyes study on the adjustment of adolescent children

in 1952 there have been many serious attempts to examine empiri-

cally the effects of maternal employment it would seem beneficial

at this point to include in this review of literature a summary of the

findings of some of the major studies which have been done on the

effects of maternal employment upon the children the husbandwifehusband

relationship

wife

and upon the mother herself

II11 EFFECTS OF MATERNAL employment
ON CHILDREN

what are the effects upon children of the mothers outside

employment need we expect any repercussions in the childrens

development Is there any relationship between maternal employ-

ment and juvenile delinquency does the mothers employment

S glueck and eleanor glueck working mothers and delin-
quency n mentalhygieneMental XVIHygiene 1957.1957 351

10

10

35 11957
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stimulate the child to greater school achievement until recently it

was generally believed that maternal employment had a great many

effects upon the child all of them bad since 1952 however

research findings challenge this point of view but perhaps the pen-

dulum has swung too far in the opposite direction as the current out-

look seems to be that maternal employment has no effect at all how-

ever after reviewing the research literature it does not seem appro-

priate to state that maternal employment does affect children these

effects may be good bad or at present incapable of evaluation and

they may depend upon the variables but nonetheless maternal

employment does affect children

development and adjustment of P r e s cho ol01 children alberta

siegel 1959 in her study of dependence and independence in the

children of working mothers found no difference between children

of working and nonworkingnon mothersworking in behavior relevant to dependence

and independence one may conclude from the data of this study that

maternal employment per se is not the overwhelmingly influential

factor in childrens lives that some of us thought it to be

alberta siegel lois stolz ethel hitchcock and jean
adamson dependence and independence in children of working
mothers child development XXX december 1959 ppap 533546533 546

r e sear ch

preschool

11

11
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in the american culture the care of the preschool child by its

mother is considered her most crucial duty societys concern about

this role appears to stem from the belief that the mothers presence

is necessary for the satisfaction of the childs emotional and physical

needs it is generally assumed that only the biological mother or a

permanent mother substitute can adequately provide for the needs of

the child A number of investigations of children reared in institu-

tions showed that these children were inferior intellectually emo

tionally and physically the objective of a study by nye perry and

oglesogleogiesogie wass12 to consider the question of whether the employment of

mothers of preschool children is accompanied by personality damage

to the children the results of this study add evidence to the concept

that the working mother is not one who typically rejects her children

emotionally or neglects their needs it is believed that generaliza-

tions of the results of studies of institutionalized children to the

children of employed mothers should be avoided

13yarrow in her study obtained interview data from fifty work-

ing and fifty nonworkingnon mothersworking they were from comparable

F ivan nye joseph perry and richard ogles anxiety and
antisocial behavior in preschool children the employed mother
in america chicago rand mcnally & companyCorn 1963pany ppap 829282

M

92

R yarrow P scott L de leeuxledux and C heinig
child rearing in families of working and nonworking mothers

sociometry IV 1962 122140122

in

Y

1f

13m

140

tionally

af
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white intact economically stable families where maternal employ-

ment was a matter of choice it was found that childrearingchild prac-

tices

rearing

are not related to work status until maternal motivation and

education are taken into account mothers who prefer to work but out

of a sensed duty do not work report the most problems in child-

rearing of mothers with high school training children are under

firmer control and are given more responsibility by the employed

than by the nonemployednon mothersemployed this difference does not exist

between working and nonworkingnon collegetrainedcollegeworking motherstrained college

trained families tend to compensate for the mothers employment

away from home by more planned activities with the children

14lee burchinal in attempting to ascertain if there was any

relationship between personality characteristics of children and

maternal employment was unable to find any relationship of signi-

ficant correlation

development and adjustment of the schoolageschool childage and the

adolescent using a sample of 176 white intact families with at

least one child in the third through sixth grades of three elementary

lee burchinal personality characteristics of children n

marriage and family living XXIII november 1961 334340334 340

21

sense cdiduty

in

14lee
li
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schools in detroit lois hoffman matched15 88 workingmotherworking famil-

ies

mother

with 88 nqjivar king mo the r families it was found that where the

working mother indicates a positive attitude toward her work the child

associates a more positive effect with the mother than do children in

the matched group of nonworkingnon womenworking the working mother also

uses mild discipline and tends to avoid inconveniencing the child with

household tasks the child is relatively nonassertive and ineffective

the working mother who dislikes working seems less involved with

the child altogether than the other mothers and obtains the childs help

with tasks the child is also more assertive and hostile

francena nolan in studying the effects of maternal employ-

ment upon rural children found few differences among the children

of employed and nonemployednon mothersemployed among the olderageolder groupage

children whose mothers were employed scored slightly higher in

academic achievement and acceptance by peers than children from

homes of fulltimefull homemakerstime

loislots hoffman mothers employment of work and effects
on the child ft child development XXXII march 1961 187197

francena nolan effects on rural children 11 bulletin
655 pennsylvania agricultural experiment station 1959

hoffman15

mother

chi ld

16
in

15lois
187 197

16

N
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in 1958 in a rural county in washington prodipto roy con-

ducted a study on adolescent roles in brief his conclusions were

yiy
1 the children of employed mothers seem to do more house-

hold chores than children of nonemployednon mothersemployed

2 the employment of the mother does not seem to have any

adverse effect on the social activities of the children

3 the employment of the mother does not generally lower

the academic performance or aspirations of the children

4 the general fear that delinquency would increase because

of the employment of the mother was not substantiated

summary the relationship between maternal employment

and presumed dependent variables can only be examined when the

researcher controls other factors when these factors are controlled

the correlates of maternal employment seem to disappear according

to lois hoffman nonehone of the studies done thus far has found meaning-

ful differences between the children of working mothers in general

i ftand the children of nonworking mothers

1 7prodipto roy adolescent roles ruralurbanruraruralaural different-
ials

lurburban
11 mamarriageila e and F 1961 340349340

1

349

Q

loislotslols hoffman effects on children summary and discus-
sion 11 the employed mother in americachicago rand mcnally &

co 1963 1902111902110190 2112110

roy17

childr en non working 18

17prodipto
family li XXIII november

18

america chicago

i
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this is an area where it would be helpful to have specific infor-

mation about what aspects of maternal employment are important

what its specific effects on the child are and the process by which

these effects take place

111IIIililii EFFECTS OF MATERNAL employment UPON
THE husbandwife relationship

when a wife and mother moves into the labor force and is in

the role of homemaker fewer hours than before we can naturally

assume some shifts and changes in the structure of the family rela-

tionship perhaps the first noticablenoticeablenoti changecable is in the division of labor

in the home

inrobert blood 7 shows conclusively that the division of labor in

the family is altered by the presence of a working mother five

research projects have the hypothesis that the wifes employment

increases the husbands share in the division of labor in all five

cases the hypothesis was confirmed blood and hamilton find20 that

the median husbands share of housework is 15 per cent when the wife

robert blood the husbandwifehusband relationshipwife the employ-
ed mother in america chicago rand mcnally & cogo 1963 282304282

robert

304

blood and robert hamilton the effects of the
wifescifes employment on the family power structure social forces
XXXVI may 1958 347352347 352

HUSBAND WIFE

blood19

hamilton20

19robert
ch1 cago

20

tion ship

19
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loislols hoffman parental power relations and the division
of household tasks if marriage and family living XXII february
1960 273527

francena

35

nolan rural employment and husbands and
wives 11 the employed mother in america chicago rand mcnally &

company
motherkinmotherin

25

does not work and 25 per cent when the wife is employed

hoffman found that the employment of mothers will decrease

her participation in household tasks and increase that of her husband

this was found to be true in four different household task areas

fathers mothers common and child care

that employed wives shift the burden of housekeeping both onto

their husbands and onto commercial services was found by francena

nolan M these wives reduced the amount of time spent in household

tasks by reducing home canning freezing and sewing and increasing

the use of mixes in baking the husbands help out more in all areas

of housekeeping including foods clothing cleaning and child care

families with employed homemakers appeared to be able to redis-

tribute the homemakershomemaker work load in such a way that the mother was

not failing in her obligations to her children her house or her com-

munity 3

t96 3 241250241

ibid

250

p 250

hoffman2l

Is

23

2lols

11963

231bid

2 fra acena
Mo thetintherin
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hypothehypothec s e s

I11 conflict is more frequent among couples in which the mother

is employed full time than among those in which she is not

employed

kathryn S powell M family variables

26

24it was kathryn S powellspowell discovery that although working

wives in florida depend heavily upon paid housekeepers their hus-

bands still assumed more household tasks than did the husbands of

nonworkingnon wivesworking

blood and wolfe found that the wifes employment introduces

greater flexibility into the handling of the traditional feminine tasks

but less flexibility into the handling of masculine ones hence it

would be misleading to say that all household tasks are shared in a

dual income family there is however a greater equalization of the

amount of work done by husband and wife

L that these shifts in the division of labor are not always accom-

plished smoothly is suggested by conflicts in workingwifeworking familieswife

9 Aivan nye in his study of marital interaction 11 set forth these

hypotheses

the employed mother
in america chicago rand mcnmanallyaily & company 1963 321239321

robert

239

blood and donald wolfe husbands and wives the
dynamics of married living glencoe ill111111.iiiililii free press 1960 p
appendix A

t F ivan nye marital interaction n the employed mother in
america chicago rand mcnally & company 1963 263280263 280

s24

wolfe25

L

nye46

24kathryn E oyed
mcnally

25

26

24
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2 separations and divorce are more characteristic of couples

in which the mother is employed

3 marital happiness and satisfaction are greater among full

time employed mothermothers than among mothers not employed 27

with respect to arguments the data provided support for the

hypothesis that more marital conflict is present among couples in

which the mother is employed in regards to permanence of the mar-

riage relationship the data did show that a slightly higher proportion

of employed mothers have at some time been divorced but there is no

information about whether the divorce came before or after the employ-

ment the data does provide limited support for the hypothesis that

divorce and separation are more likely to occur among couples in

which the mother is employed the third hypothesis relating employ-

ment to marital happiness and satisfaction did not receive enough sup-

port to be significant

gianopulos and mitchellmitche found that when conflict occurs in

workingwifeworking familieswife it does not spread randomly over all aspects of

marriage for instance there is no increase in difficulties over

27ibid p 264

aq9qartieartle gianopulos and howard E mitchell marital disagree
ment in working wife marriages as a function of husbands attitude
toward wifes employment n11 marriage and family living XIX
november 1957 373378373 378

s

1128

271bid

28artie
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in laws friendships or sexual or religious matters almost all the

significant differences are concentrated in the

field

lois hoffman9hoffman in929 the summary of her research on power struc-

ture in the family had this to say

womenwomens s employment does not effect family power structure dir-
ectly but only in interaction with the preexistingpre ideologiesexisting and
personalities of the actors

this review of literature suggests therefore that the wifes

employment a decreases the decisions she makes in household task

areas b but increases her share in major economic decision mak

ing while c leaving unchanged the amount of influence of husband and

wife over each other

in summarizing from blood and wolfes study of leisuretimeleisure

interaction

time

of husband and wife we see that the relationship between

the wifes employment and marital companionship seems to run in

opposite directions depending on the husbands income if his income

is below average the wifes income increases their ability to engage

in enjoyable uses of leisure time together if his income is above

average there is less need for the wife to work and a sense of

deprivation arises from the smaller amount of leisure time available

hoffman op cit p 35

domestic economic
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one other area worthy of note in regards to the husbandwifehusband

relationship

wife

is the husbands attitude toward employment nye has

this to say about the attitude of the husband towards employment

in families in which the wife is employed and the husband
disapproves marital adjustment averages poorer however
in families in which the wife is not employed but the husband
would approve other entering the labor force marital adjust-
ment is poorer also there is an association between the
husbands approval of the wifes occupational role and her mari-
tal adjustment whether or not the wife is employemployed edo u

summary the impact of the wifes employment upon marriage

seems well established 1 the wife decreases her housekeeping

activities while the husband increases his 2 in many families

the pressure for revising the division of labor results in conflict

between husband and wife over marriage roles 3 the power struc-

ture of the marriage shifts in the direction of the wife who has a lesser

voice in routine household decisions and a greater voice in major

economic decisions

we can only generalize tentatively about the impact of the wifescifes

employmentemploymenton on the performance of family functions 1 dualincomedual

families

income

expect more interaction and jointactivityjoint inactivity their leisure

time but 2 reduction in the amount of leisure time available seems

to decrease use of leisure time together

nye op cit p 279

of her

30
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in general marital adjustment was higher in cases where the

mother was notriot working and the husband did not want her to work than

in cases where she worked and the husband wanted her to dissatisf-

action with the wifes occupational role by either the husband or the

wife seems to be related to poor marital adjustment

IV EFFECTS OF MATERNAL employment
UPON THE MOTHER

today women usually receive the same education as men and

most prepare for some occupation yet a women can receive more

social approval and undergo less role conflict through marriage and

motherhood than through an occupational career in the american

culture marriage and child rearing are defined as a womanswo truemans

vocation A career woman if she is marriedmarimark isled generally condem-

ned for being an unsatisfactory wife and mother if she is unmarried

it is assumed that she would prefer to be married thus sixteen or

more school years have been spent in awakening the same interests in

both sexes but these interests are presently defined as undesirable in

adult women the values of the american culture make housekeeping

every married womans duty the result of this is a great pressure

on every woman to adopt the role of housewife after her marriage

wife s

comans
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in a recent nationwide interview survey of the selfassessedself

mental

assessed

health of the nation sheila1heilasheliashella feidfoldfoid in analyzing the results had

this to report

lo10 employed mothers show more selfacceptance and fewer phy-

sical symptoms of distress but in contrast they report more

frequent doubts of their adequacy as mothers

robert weiss and nancy samelson social roles of american
women their contribution to a sense of usefulness and importance tl

marriage and family livingliviu XX november 1958 358366358 366

sheila feld feelings of adjustment n the employed mother
in america chicago rand mcnally and company 1963 3313523313520331 3523520

31weiss and samelson found in their study that marriage seems

to set a condition in which housework takes on and maintains value for

the majority of women few married women will be motivated to seek

careers because of the emptiness of housework in addition they

found that the occupation of the woman is very important women in

professionalmanagerialprofessional jobs and in service work are most likely to

value their jobs women in semiskilledsemi workskilled and in private household

work least likely c therefore the job open to the woman which

depends upon her education is important in determining the likelihood

of her wanting to work should her home no longer offer her basis for

feelings of worth

profe s sionaldional managerial

1 rno re selfseif acceptance

132
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19631863 363371363 371

tionseions although it doesdoe not reduce the number of organizations to which

they belong orcarcir attend

33F ivantvan nyeN recreationa and community 1 the employed
mother in americaArr chicagoChicaerica randgolgoe mcnally & co

ae1e s s

32

2 it is clear from correlating employment status and education

that a mothers educational level is a much more important

determinant of her feelings of distress than her employment

statusstatu

3 working mothersmotherbother feel moremor inadequate as parents than

mothersmotherbother who do not work outside the home

4 working mothersmother are less likely than housewives to complain

of pains and ailments in different parts of their body and of

not feeling healthy enough to carry out things they would like

to do

0 Q

ivantvan nye in reporting on recreationcreationcreatlon and community activity of

employed mothersmother says AsA expecteds the9 mothersmother employed full

time visit less telephone less attend fewer parties and9 play cards

lesslesies often than nonemployednon mothersmotherbotheremployed 11 mothersmathermother employed part time

follow closelyclaselyclakely the recreational patterns of nonemployednon mothersemployed hisibisleis

researchsearchre showsshawshow further that the community leadership activity of

mothersmother of schoolageagemagelagezage children appear to be limited by their occupa-

tions

3

i

s 0

s fa eae1 a a s par ent s

s

s hou sewivesewire s

3 3 r epo rung r a

s s

s s s

s leader ship

s school
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in respect to the mothersmother adjustment to children nye reports

that some significant differences from each sample showed better

adjustment to children among employed mothers statistically the

chances that a mother will be better satisfied if she is employed are

increased if she has a small family but decreased is she has a large

family 1134

summary the addition of the employment role of the mother

wife position represents a major structural change in that it can

require more time than any of her other roles furthermore this

time generally is rigid and tends to modify her other roles more than

it is modified by them

it has been reported that employed and nonemployednon mothersemployed

do not differ significantly concerning the number of problems in

relationshipsrelationship to children

concerning relationships with husbands the findings of the stud-

ies seem to agree that marital relationships tend to contain more nega-

tive elements for employedmotheremployed couplesmother

employed mothers showed significantly more satisfaction with

their daily work and the community as a place in which to live among

F ivan nye adjustment to children 11 the employedem212xed mother
in america chicago rand mcnally & company 1963 353362353 362

Is
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older women in the postparentalpost periodparental the oppositeopposiopposit was found the

non employemployed ed mothersmother showed more satisfaction in daily work and

community

V GENERAL SUMMARY

it appears that the association between maternal employ-
ment and broader feelings of satisfaction and dissatisfaction
differs with the relationship studied whether it is parent child
husband wife or for younger women the
employed mothers appear to be more satisfied with these rela
tionships except for the husbandwifehusband relationshipwife D

there are a few exceptions to the satisfactions stated above

employed mothers are better satisfied with their relationship to

children only when they have three or less poorer marital adjust-

ment is not found among the remarried employed mothers higher

education and socioeconomicsocio leveleconomic appear to decrease differences

between the employed and nonemployednon inemployed marital relationships

F ivan nye adjustment of the mother summary and a
frame of reference if the employed mother in america chicago
rand mcnally & company 1963 385

k 34

te w as

nonemployed s show ed

person community
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chapteriiiCHAPTER III111ililii

methodology

the primary purpose of the design of this study is to formulate

a plan in which the data can be collected and organized for analysis

so that the various hypothesis may be tested briefly the procedure

is fourfold first construction of the measuring instrument second

selection of the sample third collection of the data fourth the

statistical analysis

one of the most frequent methods used when trying to measure

attitudes is the interview schedule an interview lends itself well to

the design of the study allowing probing in depth helping to prevent

misunderstanding and also it lends itself well to a higher sample

return than is usually secured from mailed questionnaires

I1 MEASURING instrument USED

the first part of the interview schedule was concerned with the

background of the individual items included were ages of children

education of the mother 3 present and past employment experience of

the mother and where applicable how many hours a week the mother

was employed outside the home data was also collected about the

income of the family current employment of the husband and reasons

mi sunder standing

L
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why the mother chose to be a fulltimefull homemakertime or sought outside

employment the remainder of the instrument was related to the

following variables 1 attitudes toward the homemaking role and

2 attitudes toward maternal employment outside the home

the study was also constructed to control for the number of

children education of the mother and religious affiliation of the

mother all of the couples were economically struggling students

with high motivation for employment of the mother they were all

members of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday and had

received a temple marriagemarnageomarhMarn

selected

ageo

subscalessub ofscales the parental attitude research instru-

ment PARI were utilized in determining maternal attitudes toward

the homemaking role in determining attitudes toward outside employ-

ment the researcher found it necessary to devise a series of ques-

tions attempting to determine the mothers attitude toward outside

employment these questions were presented to five family life

educators for a face validity evaluation

the parental attitude research instrument PARI the PARI

was constructed by earl S schaefer and richard Q bell in 1957

the PARI form IV for mothers is an attitude scale consisting of 23

subscalessub ofscales five items each scales three seclusion of the mother
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five martyrdom thirteen rejection of the homemaking role and

nineteen ascendancy of the mother were selected as being measures

of the mothersmother attitude toward the homemaking role

validity and reliability checks have been made for the PARI and

the scale has a high median scale reliability of 67 the results of

investigations of internal consistency and testretesttest reliabilitiesre fortest

the various subscalessub usedscales in this study are reported below

subscale reliability

seclusion of the mother 70
martyrdom 67
rejection of the homemaking role 68
ascendancy of the mother 76

construction of the interview schedule measuring attitudes

toward employment an interview schedule was constructed

designed to determine attitudes toward employment outside the home

it follows the general style and content of the PARI scales used the

full text of the interview schedule appears in the appendix to this study

the instrument in this study was designed so that weights of 4

3 2 and 1 are used to designate strongly agree mildly agree mildly

disagree and strongly disagree the scale score consists of the sum

arl S schaefer and richard qbell development of a par-
ental attitude research instrument ll11 child development XXIX
1958 350361351361

sub scale

Q

9 350 35 1

761761.761
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of the items within the scale and each scale has a possible range

from twenty to eighty points therefore a higher score means that

the mother agrees with the scale where a low score means that the

mother disagrees with the scale the lower score is indicative of a

more positive attitude while the higher score represents a negative

attitude

II11 SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE

the subjects for this study were the wives of students at

brigham young university provo utah these mothers were all

residents of wyview village a portion of brigham young university

campus housing for married students this particular group lends

itself to the study because 1 it appears that there is a large propor-

tion of working mothers and 2 the marriages were all intact and the

husbands were living at home with their families

residing in wyview village at the time of the study were 150

couples whose husbands were all fulltimefull studentstime since the hus-

bands were attending school the wives would be expected to have a

high economic factor motivating them towards employment outside the

home all of the mothers in the sample had graduated from high

school as had their husbands twentythreetwenty hadthree also attended some

college while five had a college degree the families had from one

THESAMPLE
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to five children ranging in age from eight months to eleven years

the mothers were all members of the latterdaylatter saintday church as

were their husbands and all had been married in a latterdaylatter saintday

temple

A sample of 20 per cent of the women residing in wyview village

was selected directories for the two latterdayday saint wards par-

ishes in the village were used for the population and with the help

of the ward clerks it was noted which mothers were employed and

which were fulltimefull homemakerstime A table of random numbers was

used to select fifteen employed and fifteen nonemployednon mothersemployed

from the wards population

111IIIlii APPROACH TO SECURING THE DATA

each mother selected for the study was contacted by telephone or

in person and an appointment was made for the personal interview in

the process of the interview rapport was established by stating that

this was a study on the homemaking role of student wives the

mothers were then told that they would not be identified in any way in

the study they were askedsked to be open and frank andwerelandwere assured

that any information they would give concerning their homemaking

role would be appreciated

latter

w er e a and w er e a s sur ed
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in order to help the respondent give her opinion on the questions

in the four categories strongly agree mildly agree mildly disagree

and strongly disagree each was given a card listing these responses

she was able to refer to it throughout the interview

IV STA TISTICAL ANA LYSIS

the interview schedule was designed with weights of 4 3 2

and I11 to designate strongly agree mildly agree mildly disagree and

strongly disagree the scale score consists of the sum of the items

within the scale and each had a possible range from twenty to eighty

points therefore a higher score means that the mother agrees with

the scale whereas a low score means that the mother disagrees with

the scale

with fifteen mothers in each sample it was possible to draw

from the ratings a total score for each mother then the scores of

the nonemployednon mothersemployed were compared with the scores of the

employed group of mothers by means of the F test

the basis of statistical analysis used in this study is the null

hypothesis this assumes no difference between the two groups A

statistical test of any manifest differences rejects or fails to reject

the null hypothesis the statistical test simply determines whether

or not the differences between the two groups are actual or due to

statistical ANALYSIS

IF
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sampling fluctuations if the null hypothesis is rejected the differ-

ences manifest are considered significant however a significant

difference does not always mean it is an important difference with

known social consequences

V TESTING statistics

the data was arranged in ascending order for each sample

group and the mean and variance were calculated by use of the fol
2

lowing formulas

mean

nseysfy2rt
the population variances were then tested for homogeniety by

2testing the null hypothesis that 0 0 by means of the nattnftt11f11 test

where sa 10

F s with n 1 and ns1ngns degrees1 of freedom

acceptance of this hypothesis then allowed the use of the t test

for determining a difference between means the null hypothesis was

2james E wert charles 0 needt and stanley J ahmann
statistical methods in educational and psychological researchesearchasearch
new york appletoncenturycroftscroftscroft s inc 1954 p 123

edward C bryant statistical analysisanalysianalyse newNQW york mcgraw
hill book companytompanycompany inc

2

low ing fo rmulauia s 3

n5fy2 tfy2
nn

cr cr2

s12

ss 2

ti st

R
appleton century

bryant stati sti calcai s
1960 p 56 rar1

nl

tompany

ngi

new
bom

cra
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the t values were made by the following formulas 4

t splni ln2
where sp 2

2

A ttablewtablewrablett wasableabie then consulted at the required degress of freedom

to determine the level of significance or the value where the itoithtto testtes

rejected the null hypothesis on a onetailedone testtailed it was decided that

only eytettcyl values of 05 or smaller would be considered significant

bid p 91
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with tlethe alternative hypothesis that uiU i

formulas4

Y 1 y2 sp

sp
n I1 n

9 1

yi

n2 1 s2
HI 4 nan2

tie

lne

sa

ya

na
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND discussion

I1 description OF THE SAMPLE

the sample consisted of thirty subjects fifteen fulltimefull

employed

time

latterdaylatter saintday mothers and fifteen nonemployednon latteremployed

day saint mothers the women were all wives of brigham young uni-

versity students and had received at least a high school education

the comparative educational levels of the mothers are shown in table

IV

TABLE IV

EDUCATION LEVELS OF EMPLOYED
AND nonemployedNON MOTHERSEMPLOYED

employed nonemployednonnoiinoilnori
mothersmother

employed
mothers

years of schooling

high school graduate
one year of college
two years of college
three years of college
college graduate
business school graduate
graduate study

no

3
6

1

0
2
2
1

percent

20
40

7
0

13
13

7

no

4
4
1

1

2
3

0

percent

26626.6
26626.6
7.070
7 0

13013.0
20 0

0.000
total 15 100 15 1002100.2

s

7 0

0 0

70
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number and agesades of children the number of children for the

employed mothers ranged from one to three with ages ranging from

eight months to nine years for the nonemployednon mothersemployed the

number of children ranged from one to five with ages ranging from

two months to eleven years the number of children for both groups

are shown in table V and their ages are shown in table VI it may

noted that when comparing the average family size and age of child-

ren the nonemployednon familiesemployed were larger and older however when

considering only children under age three the family size of the

employed and nonemployednon mothersemployed were comparable this

TABLE V

NUMBER OF CHILDREN

number of
children

1

2
3

4
5

total

en
M

no

6
5

4
0
0

28

iployedemployed
others

percent

40
33
27

0
0

100

non
M

no

5

3

3
1

3

39

employed
othersmother

percent

33
20
20

7

20

100

difference of family size may have been due to a shorter time of mar-

riage for the employed mothers

nonemployed
mother s s
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TABLE VI

AGES OF CHILDREN

age

under 12 mos
one year
two yearsyear
three years
four yearsyear
five yearyears
six yearsyear
seven years
eight yearyears
nine yearyears
ten years
eleven years

ei

no

1

5

5

3
1

5

2
2
3
1

0
0

nployedemployed
lothersmother

percent

3

18
18
11
4

18
7
7

11
3

0
0

non

no

3

3
5

4
7

2
6

3

2
2
1

1

employed
lothersmother

percent

10
8

13
10
18

5

15
7
5

5

2

2

total 28 100 39 100

nonemployed
s s

s

s
s

s

s
s
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income and occupation the employed mothers are engaged in

a variety of occupations the largest number nine were secretaries

and bookkeepers two were employed at a garment factory as

cutters and seamstresses three held professional jobs and one

woman did telephone sales which required no training or experience

TABLE VII

occupation OF EMPLOYED MOTHERS

occupation

seamstress

secretary bookkeeper

telephone sales

professional teacher
dietitian nurse

total

no

2

9

1

3

15

percent

13

60

7

20

100

in comparing the employment of the husbands we find that of

the nonemployednon mothersemployed twenty per cent of their husbands worked

full time only thirteen per cent of the employed mothers husbands

did of the employed mothers husbands sixtysevensixty perseven cent

engaged in parttimepart employmenttime compared to sixty per cent of the

husbands of the nonemployednon mothersemployed twenty per cent of the hus-

bands in each group did not engage in any employment at all
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however each of the husbands of this group of nonemployednon mothersemployed

were receiving fellowships or scholarships which were considered

sufficient for the support of their families in view of the size of the

sample there does not seem to be enough difference inthe employment

of the husbands to enable us to draw any conclusions relating to the

incidence of employment of the mothers

TABLE VIII

employment OF HUSBANDS

employment

not employed

not employed receiving fel-
lowships or scholarships

employed part time

employed full time

total

er
M

no

3

0

10

2

15

nployedemployed
motherbotherslothersyothers

percent

20

0

67

13

100

noninon
mot

I

no

0

3

9

3

15

employed
hers

percent

0

20

60

20

100

nonemployed
s mother s

N0

low ships
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in analyzingainaly tablezing IX the income level of the husband was

higher for the nonemployednon mothersemployed than for the employed inothersmothersbothers

here the question arises Is the difference due to 1 a willingness on

the part of the employed mothers husband to depend upon her for sup-

port of the family and therefore he did not seek a higher paying job

2 was this dependence forced upon him due to higherpayinghigher jobspaying

being scarce in the provo area and the fact that there are perhaps not

enough for all who would like to assume full support of the family or

3 was it due to a desire for a higher standard of living for the

employed mothers family11

TABLE IX

INCOME LEVELS OF HUSBANDS

income

none
500

1000
1500
2000
3000
4000
5 000 and above

er
M

no

3

1

3

3

2
3

0
0

nployedemployed
othersmother

percent

20
7

20
20
13
20

0
0

non
M

no

0
1

0

2
2
7
1

2

employed
motherothers

percent

0
7
0

13
13
47

7

13

total 15 100 15 100

family 11

nonemployed
s s

P e rcent

12 000ooo
1 500
2
3 000ooo
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table X shows that 49 per cent of the nonemployednon mothersemployed

are living at the 3 000 per year level while only 13 per cent of the

employed mothers are at this income level forty per cent of the

employed mothers are in the 5 000 to 6 ooo000000 per year level com-

pared to 7 per cent of the nonemployednon mothersemployed living at this level

each group had one family with an income above 6 000 the mean

income of the employed mothersmothers1 families was 4730 while the

mean income of the nonemployednon familiesemployed was only 3 866

TABLE X

TOTAL FAMILY INCOME LEVELS

income

3 000ooo
400042000
5000
6000
700072000
8 000ooo

total

er
M

no

2
6

2
4
1

0

15

nployedemployed

othersmother

percent

13
40
13
27

7

0

100

non
M

no

7

6
1

0
0
1

15

employed
motherslothers

percent

47
40

7

0
0
7

101

the data in table XI indicates that more nonemployednon mothersemployed

worked before marriage than did the employed mothers after mar-

riage a before the coming of children only 60 per cent of the

3866

s
nonemployed

32000

6 30009000.9000

82000

marriagethan

1

33000
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nonemployednon mothersemployed worked out of the home while all but one of the

employed mothers worked before children were born in reviewing the

interview of the one woman who did not work after marriage before

children were born it is noted that she had three older childre ages

595 and9 her husband decided to return to school only this year and

therefore perhaps she had not previously felt the need for outside

employment

TABLE XI

PREVIOUS WORK experience
OF THE MOTHERS

groups

employed
mothersmother

nonemployednon
mothersmother

employed

worked before
marriage

yes no

10 80 5 20

14 93 1 7

worked after
marriage

yes no

14 93 1

9 60 6

7

40

in reporting their feelings of job satisfaction most of the women

stated that they enjoyed their jobs but they would prefer being at

home therefore they looked forward to their husbands completing

school and their being able to return to fulltimefull homemakingtime more

of the women with incomes above 3 000 indicated that they were

s 2 0 9 3

s 6 0
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very satisfied with their jobs than did those with lower salary scales

in reviewing the interview schedules it is noted that the women with

professional jobs rated themselves as very satisfied with their work

the mother with an income of over 5 000 who rated her job satisfac-

tion as very unsatisfied stated that it was not dissatisfaction over

the job but that she strongly disliked the woman she worked with in

view of this we may assume a trend towards a correlation between

income level and job satisfaction

TABLE XII

comparison OF JOB satisfaction AND INCOME
LEVELS OF EMPLOYED MOTHERS

rating of job
satisfaction

very satisfied

quite satisfied

quite unsatisfied

very unsatisfied

income
level

500052000
4000
300032000

3000
2000

200022000

5000
3000

no

1

2
2

6
1

1

1

1

percent

33

47

7

13

total 15 100

livery

TA BLE

Sati sifasofa ction

4 v 000ooo

3 000ooo
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reasons for working or not working all of the employed

mothers indicated financial need as their main reason for employmentemploy

and

bentymentY

all but two said that this was their only reason for working

these two mothers gave job satisfaction as a secondary reason for

employment butbutl added that they did not plan to continue working after

their husbands completed school

table XIIIKIII gives a breakdown of the reasons given by non

employed mothers for not working the most frequent reason given

was that a womans place was in the home this statement was fre-

quently followed by a comment about children needing the mother atbt

home

TABLE XIII

REASONS EXPRESSED BY nonemployed MOTHERS
FOR NOT SEEKING OUTSIDE employment

reason

womans place is in the home
prefer being home
husband does not want me to work
it is not necessary
too expensive for me to be out

of the home
I1 am not organized enough

no

6

2

3

2

1

1

percent

40

13

20
13

7

7

total 15 100

NON EMPLOYED

in
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II11 THE hypothesis

the first hypothesis stated that the employed latterdaylatter saint

mothers have a more favorable attitude toward the homemaking role

than nonemployednon mothersemployed this hypothesis was tested by usinglosing a t

test to compare the mean score of employed mothers with the mean

score of nonemployednon mothersemployed the results of this statistical calcu-

lation was that the null hypothesis U was rejected at the 05

level of significance for the attitude towards homemaking scale

the second hypothesis stated that the employed latterdaylatter saintday

mothers would have a more favorable attitude towards outside employ-

ment than the nonemployednon mothersemployed this hypothesis was also tested

by the use ofa a naltntlt testto compare the mean score from the employment

attitude scale of the employed mothers with the mean score of the non

employed mothers this analysis did not show a statistically signifi-

cant difference in the attitude of the two groups however one non

employed mother had an extremely low score on the employment scale

when it was eliminated from the sample the hypothesis was supported

at the 05 level there may be justification in removing her from the

nonemployednon dataemployed as she stated that she planned to work when she was

able to secure a suitable position and that she felt that outside employ-

ment for the mother could be a worthwhile experience for a family

fir st day

it

te st

VI V

in removihemoving
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the range of scores on the parental attitude research instru-

ment was from 25 to 56 for employed mothers and from 32 to 63 for

nonemployednon mothersemployed the mean score for employed mothers was

39 53 and the mean score for nonemployednon mothersemployed was 46 6

see figure 33.

on the employment attitude scale the range of scores for

employed mothers was from 34 to 60 and from 26 to 68 for the non

employed mothers the mean score for employed mothers was 47447.447447 4

54

when a correlationcoefficientcoefficient was determined for the data

there was a positive correlation between favorable attitude towards

homemaking and a favorable attitude towards outside employment of

837 for the employed mothers from this we could therefore

predict about 70 per cent of the time a favorable attitude towards the

homemaking role would also be related to a favorable attitude towards

outside employment and the converse for the employed mothers how-

ever a lower correlation between these roles of 667 was found for

nonemployednon mothersemployed because of the indication of these correla-

tion coefficients and the above data logic it might be possible that a

larger sample should show a significant difference for the second

hypothesis see figures 1 and 2122.1

correlation coefficco effic lent
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and the mean score for nonemployednon mothersemployed was 52 6 see figure

44.

IV discussion ON FINDINGS

it is suggested in this paper that there is a relationship between

outside employment and acceptance of the homemaking role the

support for the first hypothesis that employed latterdaylatter saintday

mothers would have a more favorable attitude toward the homemaking

role than nonemployednonnorlnordnond mothersemployed is statistically significant at the .0505

level for the parental attitude research instrument scale the sup-

port for the second hypothesis that employed latterdaylatter saintday

mothers would have a more favorable attitude toward outside employ-

ment than nonemployednon mothersemployed was not found significant beyond

the 10 level statistically the second hypothesis must be rejected

at the 05 level but seems worthyofworthy of further study

the research data showed that the mean income of the employed

mothers families was higher than the mean income of the families of

the nonemployednon mothersemployed the income level of the husbands of the

nonemployednon mothersemployed was higher than the income level of the

employed mothers husbands

in regards to previous work experience of the sample it was

found that more of the nonemployednon groupemployed had worked before

theincome

ence

05
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marriage than had the presently employed group after marriage

before the coming of children almost all the employed group had

worked while only just above half of the nonemployednon hademployed worked

then

the main reason for seeking outside employment was a feeling

of financial need on the part of the employed mothersmothers1bothers families the

most frequent reason given for not working was the philosophy that a

womans place was in the home and that her children needed her there

1
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND conclusions

I11 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

it is the purpose of this study to investigate and compare the

attitudes of employed latterdaylatter saintday mothers and nonemployednon

latterday

employed

saint mothers toward the homemaking roleroie and outside

employment

II11 hypothesis

on the basis of the literature surveyed and the rationale

expressedexprel ins chaptersed I1 it is proposedispropozed that there is a relationship

between the acceptance of outside employment and acceptance of the

homemaking role by bothersmothersmot specificallyspecificallyitners it is hypotjiehypo sizedtiietJie that

1J employed latterdaylatter saintday mothers will have a more favor-

able attitude towards the homemaking roleroie than non

employed mothermothers

2 employed latterday saint mothers will have a moreboremodebode favor-

able attitude towards outside employment than non

employed mothermothersbothersbothers

purposeof

latter day

IL

surveyedand

isa
acceptanceof

hypothesized

s

latter day

ableattitude
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111IIIililii methodology

to test these hypotheses the responses of employed mothers

were compared with the responses of nonemployednon mothersemployed

selected subscalessub ofscales the parental attitude research instrument form

VI for mothers was utilized in determining maternal attitudes towards

the homemaking role an interview schedule measuring attitude

towards oustideaustide employment was developed by the researcher this

interview schedule followed the general style and content of the

parental attitude research instrument background data was also

collected which included family size income employment exper-

ience of the parents and education of the mother

the sample population consisted of fifteen nonemployednon andemployed

fifteen employed latterdaylatter saintday mothers they were all wives of

brigham young university students and currently living in wyview

village they had all received high school diplomas and had been

married in a latterdaylatter saintday temple

the sample was selected randomly from ward directories

after selection of the sample each mother was contacted personally

and an interview was given by the researcher

statistical analysis was used to test the significance of the

revealed differences between the two groups in their attitude towards

the homemaking role and outside employment
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eftetfaetfte data it was found that the mean income level of the

families of employed mothers was higher than the mean income cf the

nonemployednon mothersmothers1bothersemployed families the income level of thetiletiie husbands

of the nonemployednon mothersemployed was higher than the income level of tire

employed mothersmothers1bothers husbands

As to previous work experience of the sample groups it was

riageariage than had the presently employed group after marriage befbea je

63

IV FINDINGS

the support for the first hypothesis that employed latterdaylatter

saint

day

mothers would have a more favorable attitude towards the home-

making role than nonemployednon latterdaylatteremployed saintday mothers 9 was fund

to be statistically significant at the 05 level or beyond the support

for the second hypothesis that employed latterday saint mothers

would have a more favorable attitude towards outside employment

than non employed was not found significant beyond the 10 level

statisticallyStatistical thelyplyo second hypothesis must be rejected however it

seems worthy of further study because when a correlation coefficleffi

clent test is run on the data there is a correlation of 837 with a

positive homemaking attitude for employed mothers this correla-

tion was not found for the nonemployed

found that more of the nonemployednon groupemployed had worked before marmaar

latter day

tf e

1

1
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the coming of children almost all the employed group had worked

only slightly more than half of the nonemployednon mothersemployed had worked

at that time

the main reason expressed for seeking outside employment was

a feeling of financial need on the part of the employed mothers

families the most frequent reason given by the nonemployednon

mothers

employed

for not seeking outside employment was the philosophy that

a womans place was in the home and that her children needed her

therether

V conclusions

from the results of this study it may be concluded that there

seems to be a difference in attitude towards homemaking between

employed and nonemployednon latterdaylatteremployed saintday mothers tilethetlle results

of this study indicated the more positive attitude towards homemaking

on the part of the employed mothers

the second hypothesis that the employed latterdaylatter saintday

mother would have a more favorable attitude towards outside employ-

ment was not found to be statistically significant for either group

when a correlation coefficient test was run on the data there was a

positive correlation between favorable attitude towards homemaking

and a favorable attitude towards outside employment for the employed

e
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mother sample from this we could predict that about seventy per

cent of the time that a favorable attitude towards the homemaking role

on the part of an employed mother would be related to a favorable

attitude towards outside employment this same correlation was not

found for nonemployednon mothersemployed

for the sample of this study the main reason for outside

employment on the part of mothers was a feeling of financial need

the nonemployednon mothersemployed felt that a belief in the philosophy that a

mothers place is in the home prevented her from working outside the

home

VI limitations OF THE STUDY

the main limitation of this study lies in the sample the sample

size is small if larger a more significant comparison between

employed and nonemployednon latterdaylatteremployed saintday mothers attitude

towards employment and the homemaking role could be made the

population from which the sample was drawn was limited by the fact

that all the mothers were wives of college students living in wyview

village and had received at least a high school education the

familiesfamiliecamilie were all intact and the mothersmotherbothersbother were relativelyelat youngively it is

not to be considered as representative of the church

s w er e s w er e r i s
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A second limitation lies in the difficulty of trying to measure

attitude it appears that attitudes are very subject to change and

perhaps if these same mothers were interviewed after their husbands

had been out of school a change of attitude towards the homemaking

role and outside employment might have occurred and been measur-

able

VIIVILvin suggestions FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

1 it is suggested that a similar study with a representative

sample of the churchwidechurchwiseChurch populationwide would be desirable

2 if other studies verify these findingsfinding further studies

could be directed towards an attempt to determine why employed

mothers indicate a more favorable attitude towards the homemaking

role

3 more work needs to be done in developing the scale measur-

ing attitude towards outside employment an item analysis could be

done to determine the better discriminatbrs

4 it might be significant to study the selfconceptself ofconcept employed

and nonemployednon latterdaylatteremployed saintday mothers and correlate it with

attitudes towards homemakinghomemakingand and outside employment

st
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I1 yr

12112

yrsars 1

79

number

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

this is a survey concerning the attitudes of women toward the

homemakinghomemakingrole roleroie the informationformationih obtained will be used in a masters

of science thesis in the department of family life education the

interview will be completely anonymous and any information that you

can give concerning your attitude about the homemaking role will be

appreciated

background DATA

what are the ages of your children

underunde 12 mos
lyr
2 yrsars
3 yrsars

5 yr
6 yr
712 yrsars

how far have you gone in school

grade 9 or less
10
11

high school grad
business school grad
beauty school grad
other list

I11 yr college
2 yrsars college
3 yrsars college
college grad
masters degree

are you presently a student yes no

are you employed outside the home yes
if no11 go to 5 if yes continue here

no

1

2

3

r12 4 yr s

7

over .1212112.112 ysr

4
no

12

ayr
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a how much do you work outside the home
fulltimefull 40time hrs a week
parttimepart
seasonally

time

occasionally

b what do you do for outside employment
teaching typl st
secretarial receptionist
bookkeeping cashier
nursing clerk

other list

c how satisfied are you with your present job
very satisfied quite unsatisfied
quite satisfied very unsatisfied

d what is your present income do not include husbands
salary

less than 500 4000
5001000500 50001000
2000 5200
3000 above

55. did you work before marriage yes no
fulltimefull parttimeparttime

6

time

af3f did you work after marriage before children yes no
fulltimefull parttimeparttime

7

time

do you earn any money while at home yes no

a what do you do
tend children
iron

sew
other list

pe

8 people have lots of different reasons for working what would
you say is the chief reason that you work

finances bored
did not enjoy being at home desire for satisfaction
not enough challenge at home derived from work

80

s ea s onallyanally

nur sing

9

type
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ade4de 9

81

a are there other reasons yes no

b what are they

99. people have lots of different reasons for not working what
would you say is the chief reasonneason that you do not work

prefer being home womanswoman place is in home
not trained for any job other list

loylot Is your husband earning an income yes no

summer onlya parttimepart
fulltime

time

b what is his approximate yearly income
500 or less 2000
1000 3000
1500 5000

above

c do you have any other source of income yes no

what is it list

11 what would you say is your total yearly income
less than 500 4000
500.10005001000500 50001000
2000 5200
3000 above

12 social class of both parents

wimeswifescifes simdthermother wifes father
education education

grde9grden or lessoiesso grade 9 or less
10 10
11 11

high school grad high school grad
bus school grad bud school grad
beauty school grad beauty school grad

reason
s

full time

120

1

le s s 9gr rade

siMdther

ad
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wifes mother
education continued

college I11 yr
2 yrsars
3 yrsars
college grad
masters degree
other list

wifes father
education continued

college 1 yr
2 yrsars
3 yrsars
college grad
masters degree
other list

occupation occupation
which of the following classifications best describes their
regular work during the past five years

profe s sionaldional profe s sionaldional
semiprofessionalsemi semiprofessionalprofessional
or technical or technical
business proprietor business proprietor
bus manager bus manager
clerical or sales clerical or sales
skilled worker skilled worker
semiskilledsemi orskilled unskilled semi- skilled or unskilled
worker worker
retired retired
student student
hou s ewifeelife hou s ewifeewifelifeedif
other list other list

what is the specific title of your present job

income
approximate yearly income

500 or less
1000
1500
2000
3000
5000
above

husbandhusbands mother
education

grade 9 or less
10

income
approximate yearly income

500 or less
1000
1500
2000
3000
5000
above

husbands father
education

gradetrade 9 or less
10

yr s

continuedaued1

yr s

s emi profe s sionaldional
professional
semi professional

semiskilled

e

s

conte
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sionaldional
semi professional

83

husband s mother
education continued

11

highthigh school grad
bus school grad
beauty school grad
other list
college 1 yr
2 yrsars
3 yrsars
college grad
masters degree

husbandshusband father
education continued

11

high school grad
bus school grad
beautybp schoolauty grad
other list
college 1 yr
2 yrsars
3 yrsars
college grad
masters degree

0 c cupationoccupationpationpatlonpupationcu 0 c cupaticapati on
which of the following classifications best describe their regu-
lar work during the past five years

professional
semiprofessional
or technical
bus proprietor
bus manager
clerical or sales
skilled worker
semiskilledsemiseini orskilled unskilled
worker
retired
student
housewife
other list

profesprobes sionaldional
semi profesprobes sionaldional
or technical
bus proprietor
bus manager
clerical or sales
skilled worker
semiskilledsemi orskilled unskilled
worker
retired
student
housewife
other list

income
approximate yearly income

500 or less
1000
1500
2000
3000
5000
above

income
approximate yearly income

500 or less
1000
1500
2000
3000
5000
above

what is the specific title of your present job

li st

yr s
yr s

s

yr s
yr s

occupation

profe 8

li st

professional
profes

hou s ewifeelife

beauty
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attitudes of working and nonworkingnon
LDS

working
mothers towards the homemaking

role and outside employment

please indicate your response to the following questions by

placing a check in the column indicating strongly agree mildly agree

mildly disagree or strongly disagree there are no right or wrong

answers so answer according to your own opinion it is very impor-

tant to the study that all questions be answered some statements

may seem alike but are necessary to show slight differences of

opinion

the following letters are placed over the four columns at the

right of the questionnaire for the appropriate responses

strongly mildly mimlymildly strongly
agree agree disagree disagree

A a d D

I11 the home is the only thing that matters to a
good mother

2 A working mother knows that she will not be
able to take the lead in family matters

3 children should realize how much parents
have to give up for them

4 employment provides a young mother with
the opportunity of doing lots of things she
wants to do while she is young

A a d D

A gree A g disagragn ee disa
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5 one of thethen worst things about taking care of
a home is a woman feels that she cantcani get
out

6 working mothers cause their children to
sacrifice fun for her own personal satisfac-
tion

7 if a mother doesnt go ahead and make rules
for the home the children and husband will
get into troubles they dontdoni need to

8 employment provides an element of social
life which a woman cannot find within the
family

9 the women who want lots of parties seldom
make good mothers

10 the whole family begins to fall apart when
the mother is not there to put her shoulder
to the wheel and take charge of things

11 A mother must expect to give up her own
happiness for that of her child

12 one of the bad things about employment is
that you are not free enough to do the things
you would like

13 having to be with the children all the time
gives a woman the feeling her wings have
been clipped

14 working mothers really suffer a great deal
in behalf of their children and husband

86

theirchildren

thereto

A a d D
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15 children and husbands do better when the
mother is strong enough to settle most of
the problems

16 with the modern technological advances a
wife could feel more adequate in the dual
role of mother and employee

17 A woman has to choose between having a
efellwfellwall runrunhomehomehobe and hobnobbing around with
neighbors and friends

18 A mother should not be employed because
she won know whaswhats going on in the home

19 few women get the gratitude they deserve
for all they have done for their children

20 most young mothers seek employment to
overcome the feeling of being shup up in
the home

21 most young mothers are bothered more
by the feeling of being shut up in the home
than by anything else

22 few women get the gratitude they deserve
for the efforts of outside employment

23 A mother has to do the planning because
she is the one who knows whaswhats going on
in the home

24 A woman must choose between having a
well run home and outside employment

2.525 too many women forget that a mothermothers
place is in the home

26 A mother who is employed looses a degree
of strength in settling the problems of
children and husband
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rtanceartance

27 children should be more considerate of their
mothers since their mothers suffer so much
for them

28 the opportunity of outside employment gives
a woman a feeling of independence and
importance

29 one of the bad things about raising children
is that you arent free enough of the time to
do just as you like

30 A mother who is employed does so at the
expense other childrens happiness

31 the whole family does fine if the mother
puts herhern shoulders to the wheel and takes
charge of things

32 women who are employed seldom make
good mothers

33 A good mother will find enough social life
within the family

34 the children and husband will likely get
into trouble if the mother is pulled out of
the home by employment

35 mothers sacrifice almost all their own fun
for their children

36 one of the best things about outside employ-
ment is that it gives the woman an opportunity
to get out of the home

37 A young mother feels held down because
there are lots of things she wants to do
while she is young
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38 outside employment could not be considered
by a good mother

39 A married woman knows that she will have
to take the lead in family matters

40 one of the worst things about outside employ-
ment is that it takes the mother out of the
home
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THESIS ABSTRACT

this thesis is a study of the attitudes of employed latterdaylatter

saint

day

mothers and nonemployednon latterdaylatteremployed saintday mothers toward the

homemaking role and outside employment

two general hypotheses were tested they were 1 employed

latterdaylatter saintday mothers will have a more favorable attitude toward

the homemaking role than nonemployednon mothersemployed and 2 employed

latterdaylatter saintday mothers will have a more favorable attitude toward

outside employment than nonemployednon mothersemployed

participants in the study were thirty wives of brigham young

university students living in wyview village fifteen were fulltimefull

homemakers

time

and fifteen were employed out of the home full time

the subjects were given a personal interview by the researcher

A modification of the parental attitude research instrument PARI by

schaefer and bell was utilized to obtain measures of attitude concern-

ing the homemaking role an interview schedule measuring attitude

towards outside employment was developed following the general

style and content of the PARIPARLparn

on the basis of the findings of this study employed mothers did

show a statistically significant more positivepositives attitude towards the

homemaking role than did the nonemployed mothers there was not

a statistical significant difference in attitudes toward outside

studeantsnts

non employed
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nfsiyelye

thatatiat

hairmanchairman
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employment between the two groups although there was a trend

towards more positive attitudes on the part of the employed mothers

there was found a positive correlation between a favorable attitude

towards the homemaking role and a favorable attitude toward outside

employment for the employed mothers such a correlation was not

found for the nonemployednon mothersemployed

the employed mothers in this study expressed a feeling of finan

cial need as the main reason for working outside the home it was a

belief in the philosophy that a womans place was in the home tiat pre-

vented the nonemployednon mothersemployed from seeking outside employment
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